


Every registered supplier of goods and 
services must issue a tax invoice 
whenever there is a supply of taxable 
goods and services.

Why Invoice?

http://www.gsthelplineindia.com/blog/2017/03/22/simple-ways-determine-supply-goods-services-gst/


Invoice

• Tool used by the government to assess and calculate the valid taxes 
being imposed on the taxpayers

• The invoice is ascertained on the goods and service provided by the 
seller and is noted down in the tax file for future reference in the tax 
department. 

• Goods and service tax (GST) in India is implementing a latest and 
revised format for invoicing 

• This will facilitate you in overall computation of tax on all the invoiced 
goods and services.



Invoice must have

• A serial number of the invoice which is consecutive and consist of letters, 
numbers, special characters, or any combination respectively and is also 
unique for each and every financial year.

• State name and code are 
• compulsory for interstate supply 
• required if the recipient of goods/services is unregistered and the taxable 

value of goods or services supplied is Rs. 50,000 or more

• GSTN/unique ID: A GST identification number is necessary for the receiver 
• HSN code is compulsorily for the goods and an Accounting code for the 

services supplied.
• Signature: Invoice needs to be signed by the Supplier or Authorized 

representative



HSN Codes and GST

• The tax payable under GST is dependent on the HSN code of the 
product

• There are different tax slabs in GST catering to the variety of Goods 
and Services and they are directly linked with the HSN codes

• It therefore becomes mandatory for the seller to link all their 
products with a HSN code

• Exception: For the seller whose annual turnover is <1.5 Crore, and 
he/she is not sure of correct HSN code, seller may select the tax rate



GST Invoice Service by ShopClues



To process an order, go to: Orders/Returns Fulfil Orders Order Fulfillment Tab



Products to Fulfill Tab gives the 
number of Orders that have to be 

Fulfilled with bifurcation of New and 
Overdue and time left for Manifest



Terms & Conditions for Invoice Service

To upload the Image of 
Signature to be used on 

your Invoice
Sign on a white paper, scan 
the signature and upload it 
in JPEG, PNG format only. 

Image size should not 
exceed 5MB. 

In case, you do not upload 
the image, you will need to 
manually sign each Invoice 

after printing

Go through the Terms & 
Conditions

Click on Proceed to Accept 



Where you have added 
HSN Code to the Product 
in the Catalog, HSN Code 
with the applicable Tax 

rate is displayed

HSN Code can be edited if 
incorrect

Details Under Products to Fulfill Tab 

You can find the HSN Code 
of the product

You  have an option to 
Accept the ShopClues

suggested HSN Code of 
the product



HSN Code when Annual Turnover is < 1.5 Crore

Click here to fill the Tax 
Rate applicable for the 

product



Blank Screen with 
Search bar appears

You can search by 
Product Name, HSN 

Code or Category 

If your annual 
turnover is <1.5 Crore, 
you may select the tax 

rate slab for your 
product



On Clicking Select HSN the screen will display this Pop-up 

On Clicking Ok, the HSN for the product will be shown as 0000 and Tax Rate  selected will be 
displayed 



You can find the HSN 
Code of the product

HSN Code when Annual Turnover is > 1.5 Crore



On searching for 
Product HSN Code

If your annual 
turnover is >1.5 

Crore, you need to 
select the HSN Code 

for your product 
displayed below the 

Tax rates



On Clicking Select HSN the screen will display this Pop-up 

On Clicking Ok, the HSN for the product will be shown as 8301 and Tax Rate will be Auto calculated



Where HSN Code is Suggested by ShopClues

You have an Option to find 
the HSN Code of the 

product

Or You can Accept the 
ShopClues suggested HSN 

Code of the product



Write the quantity of 
product you can Fulfill

If you are unable to 
Fulfill the required 

quantity,  select reason 
from the Dropdown



After selecting the 
desired reasons from the 

Dropdown, Click on 
Proceed to Fulfill the 

Orders



IMEI Number Capturing Capability
• If you are selling some products where IMEI number is required. A pop up will 

appear that will require you to enter the IMEI Number of the product. At this stage 

you have an option to Associate the IMEI numbers or proceed with rest of the 

orders first.

• If you opt to proceed with rest of the orders – Click on “Proceed with rest of the 

Orders”. 

* Process for IMEI Number 

Capturing is given at the end 
of this PPT. Click here if you 
opt to learn that first.





Shipping 
Label



Tax 
Invoice



Please Note that only those carriers/ orders will appear in the dropdown for 
which Shipping Label is downloaded from the “Products to Fulfill” Tab.

After packing the 
product, you can create 

the Manifest, to 
arrange Courier pickup

Select the Carrier or Select 
the Orders for which you 

want to generate the 
Manifest from the 

Dropdown or Manually by 
ticking 

Click on “Generate 
Manifest” 

You can Reprint a copy of 
Invoice for your reference

You can also create the 
Manifest of the carriers by 
using “All carriers” or “All 

Orders” option



• In the Popup for IMEI Number for one by one IMEI input, enter the Single IMEI 
number for the Single Sim products and for Dual Sim products, enter the First 
IMEI in the First Input box and second IMEI in the Second input box. After this, 
Click on the “Associate IMEI Number” Button to associate the IMEI numbers with 
the ordered products.

IMEI Number Capturing Capability



If you want to upload the IMEI numbers in the bulk. “Click to Upload IMEI in Bulk”. 
Enter the IMEI numbers in the CSV:- If the Product associated with the Order is 
Single Sim then In Sim Type Column it will be mentioned 1 means you Enter the 
Single IMEI number or if the Product associated with the Order is the the Dual Sim. In 
Sim Type Column it will be mentioned 2 means you have to enter the First IMEI in 
the First Input box and second IMEI in the Second input box. Once you have entered 
the IMEI numbers against the orders. Save the File in the CSV format. Click on Choose 
File to upload the CSV in “Click to Upload IMEI in Bulk” to upload the CSV. In the next 
popup click on “Associate IMEI Number” to associate the IMEI with the order.

IMEI Number Capturing Via CSV File Format 

Click here to return to PPT 



Terms and Conditions for Invoicing as a service (for Merchants) 

1.Merchant acknowledges and agrees to generate, upload invoice series, GSTIN, product details or any other relevant details requisite as per the Invoice Rules applicable under GST

Act,2017.

2.Merchant shall generate invoice numbers as it deems fit. Merchant shall be solely responsible for uploading correct and valid invoice numbers.

3.Merchant agrees and acknowledges that any dispute with the Authorities w.r.t the non-compliance under the GST Act 2017 or any other applicable law, shall be addressed by Merchant

himself/herself and Shopclues shall not in any manner be held responsible or liable for such non-compliance.

4.Merchant agrees and acknowledges that all GST compliance(s) or assessments including but not limited to filing of returns shall be solely dealt by Merchant himself/herself and

ShopClues will in no way be responsible for the same.

5.Shopclues does not assume any liability for any content posted by the Merchant. Merchant acknowledges that ShopClues is just providing data processing services to the Merchant

where all information (GSTIN, rate of tax, address of delivery, Name of the recipient, device type, IMEI/serial numbers, and fulfilled quantity etc.) is provided by the Merchant to the the

end customer or the authorities and wherever necessary and represents that this information is true and correct at all times.

6.The Merchant should ensure that the serial number of invoices should be properly marked. A consecutive serial number containing only alphabets and numerals, unique for every

financial year should be placed on the tax invoices. Merchant agrees to keep Shopclues indemnified in this regard.

7.Merchant agrees that Shopclues may, at its sole discretion, suspend or terminate Merchant’s access to all or part of its services through its website and resources with or without notice

and for any reason, including, without limitation, breach of these terms and conditions. Any suspected illegal, fraudulent or abusive activity may be grounds for terminating Merchant’s

relationship and may be referred to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Upon suspension or termination, Merchant’s right to use the Services ShopClues provides will immediately

cease, and ShopClues reserves the right to remove or delete any information that Merchant may have or filed with ShopClues, including any account or login information.

8.Merchant Agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Clues Network Private Limited (ShopClues.com) and its parent company and affiliates, and their directors, officers, managers,

employees, donors, agents, and licensors, from and against all losses, expenses, damages and costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees, resulting from any violation of these terms and

condition or the failure to fulfill any obligations relating to Merchant’s account incurred by Merchant or any other person using Merchant’s account.

9.Merchant accepts, agrees and acknowledges that he/she will comply with all policies and procedures laid on www.shopclues.com. Merchant also agrees that the present terms and

conditions are subject to all such policies and procedures as provided on ShopClues website.

10.The Merchant agrees that the services availed under the present terms and conditions cannot be assigned to any third party. However, Shopclues may assign such services to any party

without any prior consent from the Merchant.

11.These terms and conditions shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of India. All disputes arising under these terms and conditions between Merchant and

ShopClues shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of courts at Gurgaon, India.

http://www.shopclues.com/


Thank You


